TIPS FOR USING THE A/V EQUIPMENT IN LABS 2A03 AND 405...
Ignore this box in the corner. Pretend it is not even there. DO NOT TOUCH.
All the controls are here...
IF YOU ARE USING A LAPTOP, PLUG IN...
VGA to screen
HDMI to screen and speakers. Note, HDMI has better picture quality!
You might need an adaptor for whatever the video output is on your computer.
Switch on display
Switch to laptop
Sound is always on, so you can have display off, but still play groovy tunes to your students.
VIDEO ON SCREEN IS SET TO 1080P AND YOUR COMPUTER SHOULD AUTOMATICALLY ADJUST. IF THERE ARE PROBLEMS, GO TO YOUR PREFERENCES [SORRY, I CAN ONLY DEMONSTRATE ON MAC...]
Launch system prefs
Open video settings here.
Right on! Should look like this.
Open audio settings here.
Select OUTPUT tab...
Make sure audio port is set to SOUND OUTPUT
Select HEADPHONES as output device.
RIGHT NOW AUDIO IS MONO AND YOU NEED TO CRANK VOLUME WAAAAAY UP. THIS WILL BE FIXED VERY SOON. STEREO AMPS ON THE WAY!
FOR HDMI DEVICES [INCLUDING RECENT MAC LAPTOPS], PLUG IN...
HDMI to screen and speakers
Switch to HDMI
IF YOU HAVE TROUBLE CONNECTING A MAC LAPTOP VIA HDMI, JUMP INTO THE SYSTEM PREFS AND CHECK THAT BOTH VIDEO AND AUDIO ARE SET TO THE **EXTRON**.
ONE LAST TIP, FOR THOSE OF YOU TEACHING PREMIERE...
When demo-ing in Premiere...

To get audio out from Premier to the speakers, go to PREFERENCES, select AUDIO HARDWARE, and choose SYSTEM DEFAULT INPUT/OUTPUT.